Special Glasses
Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, USA, Ferro Corporation is a world leading producer of Performance Materials, with operations in 20 countries across Europe, Asia, and the Americas.

We apply core technologies in organic and inorganic chemistry to develop leading market positions in a diverse range of industries.

Our mission is “to achieve market leadership through a customer-focused and highly creative organisation committed to delivering top quality products and outstanding services to customers worldwide”.

Our materials are used to add value to, and to improve the performance of products in a variety of end markets including building and renovation, home appliances, cookware, giftware and tableware, transportation, household furnishings, leisure, electronics, and industrial products.

We are among the world’s leading suppliers of ceramic glazes and colours, glass decoration, precious metal preparations, speciality glasses, porcelain enamel coatings, auxiliary materials, and pigments. We pioneered the development of forehearth colour technology for colouring of glass.

Our global commitment to quality, reliability, innovation, and personal customer care is founded on over 80 years of experience in serving the changing needs of the industry, from our international network of manufacturing plants and service centres. Our commitment to quality management has been recognized with the award of ISO 9000 accreditation to all of our global manufacturing and research facilities.

Meeting the needs of the Colour World calls for great foresight, flexibility, and innovation …

*Our global presence is a strong competitive advantage. Technical, marketing, and management personnel are in continuous contact with customers in every major region. Multinational customers can be assured of standard products and consistent quality wherever they have operations.

*We co-ordinate our R&D activities globally and use our international talent to ensure that product specifications and performance are designed to satisfy the specific requirements demanded by regional markets.

*Ferro views the growing world-wide concern for the environment as an opportunity to develop improved products and also to participate in Chemical Industry efforts to address public concern. Environmental concerns are a major driving force behind the evolution of our lead- and cadmium-free technology and our low VOC decoration systems.

*The markets we cover are extremely service-intensive. Ferro has established regional colour matching, blending/pasting, and technical support facilities, to provide the level of service demanded by our customers in all time zones.

Think of us as High Performance Partner to manufacturers around the world …

…Helping to create and enhance many of the products you use and enjoy every day of your life.
Special Glasses

Pigments and Special Products

Pigments and Special Products is a business unit of the Color and Glass Performance Materials Division of Ferro. We develop, produce, and market in Europe our pigments, special glasses, glazes and special coating materials. Our innovative, high-quality products are used by the ceramic, electric, and automotive industries, as well as by the plastic and paint industries. ISO 9001 certification and audits ensure the very highest standards, while our active participation in the international Responsible Care Program underlines our commitment to the world we live in.

Special glasses, our capabilities

The Pigments and Special Products business unit has long-standing know-how with regard to special glasses, frits, and glazes for decorative and functional applications. We gladly develop glasses according to your request, or melt them according to your requirements.

Research, development, analytics

In co-operation with our research and development department, we supply a solid basis for the development of innovative products, which are then tailored to suit your application. Our analytical department is excellently equipped, and is capable of testing and characterizing:

- particle size (sieves, laser-granulometer, microscopy),
- specific surfaces (BET),
- density (helium-picnometer),
- diffraction index (microscopy),
- softening behaviour (heating microscope),
- thermal characteristics (DSC, HT-DTA, TGA),
- expansion behaviour (dilatometer),
- absorption behaviour (photospectrometer),
- viscosity of pastes (several viscosimeters),
- chemical composition (XRFA, AAS, ICP, wet chemical analysis),
- acid resistance (various methods),
- application tests.

This gives us the opportunity to develop specific new products and to investigate them systematically.

Melting

Various melting units are at our disposal. With the help of these units, we are able to melt glasses of widely differing compositions adjusted for specific applications. We melt glasses for you in:

- continuous troughs of various sizes,
- rotary kilns of various sizes,
- ceramic or platinum crucibles,
- induction melting units.

According to the required properties of the glass, the melting duration, atmosphere, and cooling conditions can be systematically varied.

Milling

After fritting, the glasses can be milled with the help of:

- dry ball mills,
- wet ball mills (water or alcohol),
- jet mills,
- attritor mills,
- beating mills,
- rocker mills, or
- roller mills.

We offer particle size distributions between several micrometres and a few millimetres.

Conditioning

Granulating

If desired, we deliver our special glasses in granulated form. In this case, the milled glass is prepared in a uniform particle size, as requested, from 50 µm to a few mm.

Sieving

We sieve the crushed or milled glasses into the desired fractional amounts.
Silanization
The surface of the glasses can be silanized according to the desired application.

Spherification
Depending on the application and the glass, it is possible to produce glasses in the shape of a sphere.

Electrostatic preparation
For electrostatic dry applications on to ceramic or glass surfaces, we offer the appropriately prepared products.

Application examples

Glasses as sintering aid for
- grinding wheels,
- welding electrodes,
- temperature control rings,
  and as
- additives for ceramic substrates to decrease firing temperature,
- additives in metallizing pastes.

Glasses as sealing material
- for airtight joining of metal and ceramic,
- for sealing probes,
- for encapsulating waste.

Glasses as filler material
- for improving mechanical and tribological properties,
- for obtaining certain physical properties,
- for composites.

Glasses as coatings with adjusted physical properties like
- diffraction index,
- transmission at certain wave lengths (IR, UV, XR, etc),
- dielectric constant,
- electrical resistance,
- degree of crystallization,
- phase separation.

Glasses as lubricants
- for drawing tubes,
- for hot pressing.

Our competent staff is always ready to help you find the ideal glass for your application.

Please summarize your requirements on the enclosed fax form. You will then receive a proposal for a suitable glass, along with personalized advice.

If you have any questions concerning our current product range, data sheets provided for each individual product will give you detailed information on the composition and properties of our glasses.
Request for Special Glass

I. Desired composition

in wt-% of oxides (SiO₂, B₂O₃, Al₂O₃, etc.)

1. ............ ............ %  o according to sample
2. ............ ............ %
3. ............ ............ %
4. ............ ............ %  o no requirements
5. ............ ............ %
6. ............ ............ %
7. ............ ............ %

Maximum accepted impurities of certain elements (Pb, Cd, As, Fe, Alkaline etc.)

........: < .......%  ........: < .......%  ................: < .......%

Please quote only technically essential data. Each limitation may increase the price of your product!

II. Desired physical properties (as far as known)*

Transformation temperature Tg: ...... °C  Softening point SP: ...... °C  Half ball temperature HBT: ...... °C
Desired manufacturing temperature: from ........... to ........... °C
Maximum temperature applied to final product during usage: ........ °C
Coefficient of thermal expansion CTE: ........ x 10⁻⁷ K⁻¹
Recrystallisation:  o desired  o not desired  o no statement
Transparency:  o transparent  o half opaque  o opaque
Color:  o colorless  o white  o ..........
Gloss:  o glossy  o matt  o silk-matt
Fineness:  90 % < ....... µm  50 % < ....... µm

Sieve residue max. ....% with sieve ......µm

III. Desired chemical properties (as far as known)*

Acid resistance:  o no requirements  o middle  o high
Base resistance:  o no requirements  o middle  o high
Water solubility:  o no requirements  o middle  o little

IV. Application

o Glaze  o Sintering aid  o Filler material  o Lubricant  o Glass solder
o others:

V. Additional remarks

We would like:  o Telephone call  o Data sheets  o Sample

* In case of defined chemical composition, you do not need to state anything here, since the physical properties are already defined.
If you specify both, please inform us which is of prime importance to you.

Sender:  
Name  Company  Tel/Fax
The information and statements contained herein are provided free of charge. They are believed to be accurate at the time of publication, but Ferro makes no warranty with respect thereto, including but not limited to any results to be obtained or the infringement of any proprietary rights. Use or application of such information or statements is at user’s sole discretion, without any liability on the part of Ferro. Nothing herein shall be construed as a licence of our recommendation for use which infringes upon any proprietary rights. All sales are subject to Ferro’s General Conditions of Sale and Delivery.

Please refer to our Material Safety Data Sheets for safe handling and use of our products, prior to use.